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FOREWORD

This report is intended to present a general analysis of the present "state of the art"
of small-group methods of instruction. Its purpose is to provide understanding of some of
the more commonly used small-group techniques and of the rationale underlying them, as
well as to evaluate their potential use as instructional methods. A handbook containing
explicit guidelines for use of the methods is planned to be a later outcome of the
research of which this report is the first product.

The research activities were carried out as part of Work Unit INGROUP by
HumRRO Division No. 4 at Fort Benning, Georgia. The research was performed and most

of the report preparation completed while HumRRO was part of The George Washington

University. Dr. T.O. Jacobs is Director of the Division and Dr. J.A. Olmstead is
INGROUP Work Unit Leader. Military liaison and support was provided by the US.
Army Infantry Human Research Unit of which LTC Chester I. Christie, Jr. is Chief.

HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted under Contract
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Army Project 2Q062107A712.
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MILITARY PROBLEM

The necessity for maintaining or improving the quality of instruction, despite the
large number of students who must be educated or trained, is a difficulty continually
faced by the Armed Forces. Accordingly, military trainers continue to search for ways of
providing high-quality instruction while attempting to minimize the limitations normally
inherent in mass programs.

One technique which has been proposed for overcoming some of the objections to
mass programs is the use of small groups and of certain instructional methods suitable
only for small groups. Although small classes, where feasible, have long been used in
military training, the use of methods uniquely suited for small-group instruction has not
been widespread. However, such methods have strong advocates in civilian educational
circles, particularly among industrial trainers and teachers in the field of Adult Education.
In view of the merits claimed for small-group methods by many educators, determination
of their potential for use in military instruction becomes important.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

The purpose of this report is to provide an analysis of both the rationale and the
present "state of the art" of small-group instruction. Accomplishment of this general
purpose involved achieving several more specific objectives. One objective was to examine
the theoretical foundations of small-group instruction, as found in group psychology and
instructional theory, and determine the validity of identified concepts for application to
problems of practical instruction. Another objective was to describe the more common
small-group methods and evaluate each according to its advantages, disadvantages, possible
uses, and potential outcomes. A final objective was to review research concerned with
small-group instruction in order to determine the effectiveness of the technique for
teaching adults.

APPROACH

The report is based upon both a survey of the literature and HumRRO experience in
the use of small-group methods. Literature which was reviewed included relevant
publications cited in Psychological Abstracts from 1945-1968, applicable military and
other governmental publications, and a large number of books and general publications in
the fields of psychology, education, and industrial training. The literature review followed
the research objectives stated above and included theories of group psychology and
learning, methods of small-group instruction, and research on the instructional
effectiveness of such methods.

For this report, the term "small group" refers to a collectivity of not more than 20
individuals. Further, the report is limited to consideration of learning within groups of
adultsto include college students. The extensive literature concerned with teaching
groups of children was not covered.

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

The chapters of the report present an integrated rationale for small-group
instruction, descriptions of the principal methods, and evaluations of the techniques



based on existing research findings. Implications for the use of small-group methods are
also discussed.

Small-group methods of instruction are based upon a rationale which is more
elaborate than those for most other teaching methods. Central to the rationale is the use
of social-psychological forces in small groups to enhance and optimize the conditions
under which learning occurs. The rationale rests upon the premise that learning is partly a
function of attitudes; education or training is a matter of overcoming resistance to
change.

Conditions necessary to overcome attitudes that are resistant to change include (a) a
learning climate that provides emotional support to students, (b) opportunity for them to
practice an analytical attitude through controlled observation, (c) opportunity to
experience varied and realistic learning situations, (d) opportunity for experimentation
with new concepts, and (e) opportunity for the student to obtain feedback concerning
others' reactions to his newly developed ideas.

These conditions can be provided best within the context of a small group which
possesses (a) a common goal for learning, (b) a reasonable degree of cohesiveness,
(c) norms conducive to learning, and (d) patterns of effective communicationin short, a
learning culture. Small-group methods are designed to systematically use these group
forces to influence and increase learning.

Although the various small-group methods rest upon a common rationala, they differ
in terms of goals, requisite trainer skills, and expected student reactions. Accordingly, the
methods summarized below must be viewed as instruments appropriate for specific
purposes and specific conditions:

(1) The Conference Method involves a series of discussion sessions, each with a
specific goal, in which the conference leader guides students in exploration of topics or
problems relevant to the overall purpose of the instructional program. Conference leaders
are not required to be subject-matter experts, and relatively inexperienced personnel can
be trained to lead conferences. Learning is mainly cognitive, with heavy emphasis upon
insight into practical problems gained through the exchange of viewpoints.

(2) The Leaderless Discussion is a discussion session in which an instructor
does not participate and no formal leader is designated. The method is most commonly
used to overcome the formalities inherent in large classes through subgrouping and
spontaneous discussion in order to introduce issues or problems, generate involvement
among students, and provide opportunity for the exchange of ideas.

(3) The Case Method consists of accounts of actual situations which are
discussed with the objectives of discovering underlying principles and applying the
principles to diagnose and solve the problems, in order to develop a problem solving
orientation among students. Variations of the Case Method include the Harvard Method,
the Incident Pacess Method, and the Abbreviated Case.

(4) Role Playing provides a situation in which students assume roles of actual
participants and enact the situation toward some resolution. Other students systematically
observe behavior of the actors and, following the scene, report and discuss their
observations. Role Playing emphasizes the analysis of actual behavior and, accordingly, is
especially valuable for training in leadership and interpersonal relations within
organizations.

(5) Committee Problem Solving involves the study of real or hypothetical
problems by small groups of students who work together toward a final group product.
The method is useful for developing effective group problem-solving techniques as well as
for helping students to learn about problem content.



CONCLUSIONS

A review of existing research concerned with small-group methods leads to the
conclusions that the techniques are effective for enhancing motivation to learn,
developing positive attitudes toward later use of course material, and improving
problem-solving skills. The methods are no more effective than lectures for transmitting
information, concepts, and doctrine; however, when used in conjunction with lectures,
they are helpful for increasing depth of understanding of course content.

It is also concluded that small-group methods can be used effectively by instructors
who are not content experts; however, precise understanding of the rationale and
procedures of the methods is essential. Furthermore, because the methods differ in terms
of outcomes, requisite instructor skills, and reactions expected from students, clear and
explicit instructional objectives are critical for effective use of the methods.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM

The quality of instruction provided to students is a continuing concern of educa-
tional institutions, of the Armed Forces, and of government. The problem has numerous
aspetts and many are currently being attacked by both researchers and practitioners. One
difficulty which seems to be especially hard to overcome involves the necessity for
maintaining or improving the quality of instruction despite increasingly large numbers of
students who must be served.

Of necessity, mass educational endeavors usually serve only the "average" student.
Therefore, both fast and slow learners may suffer the consequences of exposure to
instruction that is not suited to their respective capabilities. Furthermore, the passive
nature of the mass learning situation, the lack of close contact with instructors, and the
impersonal atmosphere of large classes tend to stifle the motivation of many students.
For these reasons, educators and trainers have continued to search for ways of providing
high-quality instruction to increasingly large numbers of students.

Greater individualization of instruction has been proposed as one way of both taking
into account and exploiting differences in students' abilities and in their motivation to
learn. Probably the best-known methods for individualizing instruction are the several
variants of programed instructionteaching machines, programed books, and computer-
assisted instruction. These methods are effective for numerous types of content and offer
much promise when used with understanding of their benefits and limitations.

However, for numerous reasons total individualization is not always feasible or
desirable. Accordingly, another technique proposed for overcoming some of the
objections to mass programs is the use of small groups and of certain instructional
methods suitable only for small groups. This technique has become increasingly popular
in educational institutions, where it is claimed that small-group methods bring instructor
and student closer together, are conducive to more intensive learning experiences, and
greatly enhance the motivation of students.

APPROACH

The purpose of this report is to provide an analysis of both the rationale and the
present "state of the art" of small-group instruction. Accomplishment of this purpose
involved several more specific objectives: (a) to examine the theoretical foundations of
small-group instruction, as found in group psychology and instructional theory, and to
determine the validity of identified concepts for application to problems of instruction;
(b) to describe the more common small-group methods and to evaluate each according to
its advantages, disadvantages, and potential outcomes; (c) to review research concerned
with small-group instruction in order to determine the effectiveness of the technique for
teaching adults; (d) to draw implications for use of the methods in practical instruction.
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The report is based upon a survey of the literature and HumRRO experience in the
use of small-group methods. Literature which was reviewed included all relevant publica-
tions cited in Psychological Abstracts during the period 1945.1968, applicable military
and other governmental publications, and a large number of books and general publica-
tions in the field of psychology, education, and industrial training. The literature review
followed the research objectives and included theories of group psychology and learning,
methods of small-group instruction, and research on the instructional effectiveness of
such methods.

Each of the chapters which follow is devoted to one of the above objectives. In
Chapter 2, the background and rationale for small-group instruction is discussed;
Chapter 3 deals with the methods of small-group instruction, while evidence concerning
advantages, disadvantages, and potential benefits from such instruction is evaluated in
Chapter 4. Finally, implications for use of small-group methods is discussed in Chapter 5.

As a prologue, several caveats are appropriate. First, the focus is upon small-group
instruction. For the purposes of this report, the term "small group" refers to a col-
lectivity of not more than 20 individuals. This emphasis is necessary because of the
distinction between "small-group instruction," as defined here, and so-called "discussion
techniques" which may involve any number of individuals and are frequently used in
civilian and military education under the rubrics of "class-centered instruction" and
"conference" respectively. In this report, unless otherwise stated, the analysis will be
limited to small groups.

Second, the concern of this report is with the effects of small-group methods upon
individual learning. Much research has been devoted to comparing the products of joint
problem-solving and learning efforts with those accomplished by individuals. Such studies

have value for determining whether group products are better than those of individuals.
However, since group problem solving and learning are not the concern of this report, the
discussion will be limited to learning achieved by individuals within a small-group context.

Finally, the report will be limited to consideration of learning within groups of
adults, to include college students. Although much of teacher training is devoted to the
management of children's classes as groups, there is considerable evidence that adults
respond to group influences differently than children. Accordingly, the material upon
which this report is based did not include the extensive literature concerned with
teaching children.

CRITICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Any worthwhile instructional program may require different activities, at different
times, for different purposes. Therefore, the importance of a method lies not in itself but
in how well it accomplishes the purposes of the instructor. This consideration is espe-
cially important for small-group methods. As will be shown in Chapter 4, small-group
methods differ in terms of outcomes, requisite instructors' skills, and students' reactions.
For these reasons, it will be productive to view the discussions which follow against a
background of several critical considerations concerning the selection and evaluation of
instructional methods. Although not always specified, these considerations are funda-
mental to the effective management of education and training.

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Probably the most important requisite for intelligent selection of a method is
knowledge of the ultimate objectives of instruction (1, p. 14). Objectives should be
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explicitly understood in terms both of levels and kinds of learnings to be achieved by end
of course and of kinds of behaviors to be exhibited after course completion.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

A second consideration is the enabling objectives (1, p. 14)those things the student
must learn if he is to achieve the terminal objectives. Of particular relevance for
small-group methods is the question of whether the goal is to teach along content or
methodological lines (2, pp. 482-483). In the one case (content), instruction focuses on
acquaintances with certain stimuli and, in the other (methodological), it is concerned
with methods by which stimuli of value can be received. If information is introduced
relative to the various types of military intelligence, this is content. On the other hand,
the instructor who attempts to teach students how to interpret intelligence information is
operating from a methodological orientation.

This issue is, of course, closely related to the matter of terminal performance
objectives, which will usually dictate the proportion of content to methodology to be
included in the course. For most courses, complete separation is virtually impossible;
however, the distinction between content and methodological training is useful for
evaluating instructional techniques.

DEGREE OF STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

Another way of viewing instructional methods is in terms of the amount of student
involvement which they evoke. Involvement is related to motivation to learn, and the
extent to which students become involved in the teaching-learning process may be a
critical determinant of success. Instructional methods can be placed along a scale of
involvement ranging from those which evoke only relatively passive participation to
certain high-involvement techniques where students find it exceedingly difficult to remain
uncommitted.

Although, in practice, the generation of involvement is mainly a problem in the
mechanics for reaching training objectives, it is also closely related to questions about the
nature of the learning processes necessary for changing behavior.

COGNITIVE LEARNING VERSUS EXPERIENCE

Much of the controversy over instructional methods boils down to a question of
cognition versus experience. The question is whether cognitive learning alone is sufficient
to result in changed behavior or whether experiencing alone will enable a student to
perform effectively after completion of instruction. Will knowledge of appropriate or
recommended actions equip a student to function adequately in real situations, or will
experience in practice situations alone enable him to be successful? Currently, most
opinion leans toward some balance between cognition and experience, with relative
weights depending upon instructional objectives.

ABILITY AND EXPERIENCE OF STUDENTS

Some methods are productive only with more able students; others are especially
designed for instructing inexperienced or less educated students. A related question
involves the differences in ability among students within one learning group: Are all
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students of approximately the same level of ability, or is there wide variability among

them?

CULTURAL BACKGROUND OF STUDENTS

Because of attitudes generated by their socio-economic and occupational cultures,
people differ with respect to susceptibility to learning under varying conditions of
formality. This is especially relevant for adults. Are students likely to be overly insecure

if highly informal training methods are used, or will they feel stifled by excessive
formality in the training situation?

STATUS AND AUTHORITY DIFFERENCES AMONG STUDENTS

Wide differences in status or authority among students in the same group can put

strong inhibitions upon performance and learning. Differences in age, military rank,
experience, level of expertise, and so forth may be especially inhibiting under the more
informal methods of instruction.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

Some methods are adaptable for large numbers of students; others are not. This
problem is closely related to the number of instructors available and to the student-
instructor ratio desired.

QUALIFICATIONS OF INSTRUCTORS

Degree of training, experience, and skill of instructors, both as teachers and as
content experts, is an important factor in choice of method. Some of the most effective
methods are usable only by highly skilled trainers; other only slightly less effective
techniques may be used by instructors with a minimum of training.

TIME AVAILABLE FOR INSTRUCTION

The time that is available for instruction must be matched against the time required

to reach a specific objective by a particular method. Some methods may require more
time but produce better results than others.



Chapter 2

FOUNDATIONS OF SMALL-GROUP INSTRUCTION

BACKGROUND

The field of instructional methods is a morass of claims, counterclaims, and con-
ceptual contradictions which impede attempts to build educational programs upon
rational foundations. Small-group methods are no exception. The development of small-
group instruction has been marked by both semantic confusion and a cultish fervor
among its advocates which have frequently clouded the real issue of a scientific basis for
its use. Nevertheless, it possible to identify a more clearly articulated rationale for
small-group instruction than for many other methods.

Scientists have long been aware of the effects which the presence of other people
exerts upon the performance and thinking of an individual (3,4), and it has also been
known for a long time that an individual's learning may be facilitated if he works in a
group (5,6,7). However, systematic use of the small group as a medium for learning did
not stem from the application of scientific knowledge, but from practical innovation in
the field of adult education, where instructors found their more conventional techniques
not altogether satisfactory for teaching mature students (8, p. 16).

Teachers of adults have found that many of their students exhibit strong resistance
to instruction presented as dogma without opportunity for discussion and rebuttal.
Furthermore, conventional techniques for motivating younger students do not seem to
work as well with adults. In particular, grades, course credits, and degrees, the usual
academic devices for rewarding and punishing, cannot be relied upon to motivate adults
to the same extent as children. Compulsory attendance and reading assignments cannot
always be enforced. On the other hand, educators have found that the greater knowledge
and more mature outlook of most adults lead them to prefer an active role in learning.
When the opportunity is provided for active, meaningful participation in the educational
process, the motivation of most adults is very high, and many, in fact, become self-
motivating.

Recognition of the value of active participation led many adult educators to resort
to discussion as the primary vehicle for learning. Whereas, in conventional education, class
discussion is used to support formal instruction by the teacher, adult educators conceived
of discussion as the principal means by which learning is stimulated. They found that
well-conducted discussions of relevant problems and issues satisfy the adult's need for
active learning and, what is more, are better for overcoming resistance to new ideas than
are more dogmatic methods based upon persuasion by an instructor.

From emphasis upon discussion, it was only a short step to the use of small groups.
Discussion in large classes is difficult to stimulate and awkward to control. Moreover, it is
not very conducive to intensive learning. Accordingly, adult educators turned more and
more to discussion within small groups as the primary vehicle for learning.

It remained, however, for the scientific rationale to be provided from the field of
"group dynamics" as fostered by Kurt Lewin (9) and some of his students. Concerned
about many pressing social problems, Lewin evinced a strong bias toward research that
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would produce usable findings and much of his work reflected his interest in the
application of scientific products to everyday affairs. His associates have extended the
tradition until many workers in group* dynamics are now deeply engaged in the practical
application of group concepts within a variety of fields.

Much of applied group dynamics is concerned with effecting change of one kind or
another (2, pp. 250 -255). Since learning always involves change, education and training
became early targets for the application of group dynamics concepts. From this point, it
was only a short step to adult education, where small-group concepts were warmly
received as scientific justification for practices which had already evolved through trial
and error.

RATIONALE

Small-group techniques take many forms and the literature concerning them is
equally varied. However, throughout this literature, there can be traced a number of
common threads concerned with certain factors that affect learning and with conditions
necessary for learning to occur. The discussion which follows is an attempt to weave into
a single coherent formulation those related threads which, although appearing in a variety
of sources, together form a reasonably integrated rationale for the use of small-group
methods.

A FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT

Fundamental to all small-group methods is the concept of social interaction. For
practical purposes, "interaction" usually means discussion. Therefore, discussion is the
process around which most, if not all, small-group methods have been developed.
Although some methods may also involve students in other ac4,ivities (role playing, games,
etc.), discussion at some point is almost inevitably a critical part of the instructional
procedure.

For educational purposes, "discussion" takes on a more precise meaning than those
usually encountered in general usage. The critical distinction between social conversation
or "bull sessions" and discussion, as used here, is in the purposes behind them. In
discussion, there is a calculated and systematic attempt to apply knowledge, thought, and
fact-finding to solution of a problem or resolution of an issue so that learning may occur.
Accordingly, the kind of discussion around which small-group methods are built can be
defined as group deliberation, carried on through oral discourse, aiming at the cooperative
solution of a problem or resolution of an issue through reflective thinking 00, p.3). The
various methods are merely different means by which conditions conducive to discussion
can be created and by which they can be manipulated for learning purposes.

In the beginning, learning by discussion was rationalized on the assumption that the
variety of viewpoints and opinions brought forth by students would result in cross-
fertilization. However, after World War II, Lewin (9) and his associates (11, 12) provided
new legitimacy based upon a more explicit rationale. When these scientists developed and
tested the concepts of levels of behavior and resistance to change, with the accompanying
method of unfreezing, changing levels, and refreezing through discussion and decision,
they gave group discussion in education a more solid foundation. Where, previously,
discussion had been viewed as leading only to cognitive reorientatic,n through a kind of
consensual validation, it was now seen as getting at something deeper.
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THE NATURE OF PRACTICAL LEARNING

The current rationale begins with the premise that genuine learning involves a change
in behavior (13). In short, if the student does not behave differently after the course
than he did before, learning has not occurred. Following from such a pragmatic approach,
the targets of education and training must be growth within the individual and change in
his behavior. These are deeper and broader goals than the mere transmission of
knowledge.

The acquisition of knowledge through solely cognitive processes is one important
aspect of individual growth. However, knowledge that remains merely cognitive cannot
much influence an individual's ability to function effectively (14). What is needed is a
translation of knowledge so that it becomes genuinely significant in the experience of the
learner.

Knowledge is important to the learner only as it contributes to modification of
skills, attitudes, or the internal dynamics of the personality (15, pp. 66-67). According to
this view, effective learning is insightful, meaningful learning, and isolated information
and principles not tied to problems perceived by the learner as related to his life and
needs contribute little to the insight process. Such information and principles are not
really "understood." If retained at all, they are "pigeonholed" or converted to abstrac-
tions which possess no real significance for performance.

Learning which can be used is not a matter of filling a void with information. It is a
process of reorganization of complex thought patterns, perceptions, assumptions, atti-
tudes, feelings, and skills, and of relating these reorganized concepts to the external world
and the problems faced in it. Thus, the learning process is effective only when something
dynamic takes place within the learner (16, p.6).

Such learning must be active, participative, and involving. It is best accomplished
through continuing experimentation, continual attempts to adjust concepts, and con-
tinued checking of one's ideas and interpretations against reality.

MOTIVATION TO LEARN

Most theories of instruction accept the premise that there must be a readiness for
learning before it can occur. In practice, this means that the individual must perceive
some need for change, must be capable of changing, and must perceive the learning
situation as one which can facilitate such change in a direction acceptable to him. In
short, learning cannot occur unless the individual is motivated and ready to learn.

Fundamental to the rationale for small-group instruction is the concept that the
motivation to learn is a matter of attitudes and, what is more, that successful instruction
requires not merely the stimulation of positive attitudes toward learning but, more
important, the overcoming of attitudes that make the potential learner resistant to change
(13, 14, 15, 17). Much of the methodology of small-group instruction is devoted to
overcoming resistance to change.

Attitudes are generally organized and integrated around the person's image of
himself, and they result in stabilized, characteristic ways of viewing the world, one's
work, and other people (17). This stable way of viewing the world is comfortable for the
individual and people sometimes go to great lengths to preserve stability even in the face
of facts and information which app2ar to warrant a change in viewpoint. The suggestion
of the need for change not only implies some criticism of the person, but also threatens
the stability of his relationships with the world.

Such threats are especially common in learning situations. The need for learning
implies the existence of a deficiency. The suggestion of a deficiency, or the need for
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change, is likely to be perceived as a threat to the individual's sense of identity and to his
status position in relation to other people (17). Therefore, information too threatening
for him to acce )t because it attacks his self-image is blocked out or interpreted in such a
way as to pose less of a threat. The result is that learning does not really occur.

Furthermore, to learn raises images of potential discomfort or even failure. Learning
new things means leaving the tried, sure and comfortable ways of thinking and behaving,
unsatisfactory as they may be. It means setting out along unknown paths with the
possibility of encountering unanticipated obstacles which may prove difficult or impossi-
ble to overcome. Accordingly, each person inevitably enters a potential change situation
with at least some apprehension, either conscious or subconscious, and at most some
severe anxiety.

Thus, both learning and the maintenance of change, once it has occurred, are
assumed to have emotional as well as cognitive aspects (14). Stimulation of the motiva-
tion to change in thought and behavior and to maintain these changes is considered to be
mainly a matter of overcoming both resistance within the student and forces in his
environment that push against change. Much of small-group instructional methodology is
devoted to creating conditions intended to minimize resistance and to stimulate motiva-
tion to learn.

CONDITIONS FOR LEARNING

Changes in behavior do not come easily, either for the student or for the instructor.
On the other hand, instruction which is not genuinely intended to achieve change is a
waste of time, effort, and money. Accordingly, the most critical problem facing every
instructor is the creation of conditions under which change can occur.

Since learning is not solely an intellectual process, the rationale for small-group
methods suggests that conditions under which instruction is to occur should take into
account both cognitive and emotional aspects. If learning is to be achieved, resistance
must be minimized, the student must be exposed to new ideas, and an active functioning
frame of reference must be developed which will encompass both an awareness of the
need to change and recognition of the real-life benefits to be derived from new ways of
thinking and acting. Instructional methodology intended to accomplish these purposes
must meet several requirements (14, 18).

A Climate for Learning

Probably the most important requirement is a supportive climate that reduces
resistance to learning (14). The process of changing one's patterns of thought and behavior
is difficult and a climate that reduces individual defensiveness and anxiety about exposure
of inadequacy is paramount in overcoming resistance to learning.

The purpose is not to protect the student from exposure of inadequacies but, rather,
to create a supportive atmosphere which will encourage him to undertake the task of
learning, to cope with his anxieties and concerns, and to experiment with new ways of
thinking and behaving. Development of a supportive atmosphere requires at least two
essential conditions within the learning situation (14): First, threat must be minimized.
The climate must be such that defensiveness is reduced and emotional support is provided
while the learner is undergoing change in his thinking and action. Second, the learning
situation must provide reinforcement for new ways of behaving. As the student tries out
different ideas and skills, "correct" responses must be reinforced positively and "incor-
rect" responses must be reinforced negatively so that they will disappear.
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Opportunity for Controlled Observation

Much that is presented in the conventional instructional setting never reaches a
useful level of explicitness or clarity. For this reason, skill in applying knowledge received
in conventional courses is extremely difficult to develop and usually takes years of
on-the-job experience. However, the process can be speeded dramatically if opportunity is
provided for students to experience situations where a range of thinking and of
approaches to problems can be made open to observation and analysis (18).

Passively watching a demonstration or listening to a discussion of a problem is not
enough. What is needed are calculated and purposive observations made under controlled
conditions so that the learner becomes actively involved in developing and practicing an
analytic attitude. Therefore, a second requirement is for learning situations in which
conditions can be so controlled as to maximize practice in observation and analysis.

Opportunity to Experience Varied and Realistic Situations

As stated earlier, the rationale for small-group methods rests upon a conviction that
the problem of instruction is not solely to transmit facts or viewpoints but to help the
student to translate knowledge so that it becomes meaningful in his experience. Accord-
ing to this view, learning occurs when the entire person is involved, that is, when the
individual is affected by the knowledge he acquires.

The extent to which a student becomes ego-involved in the learning process appears
to be a major determinant of its effectiveness. Involvement is greatest when the learning
situ?* Ion can be structured so that students actively participate, rather than remaining
passive. Although a student may be taught about self-insight and skills of living and
working, these can become a part of his repertoire of behavior only through living
through and, learning from a stream of life events we call "experience." (19)

Although it is not always possible to create instructional situations identical to those
encountered in the world of work, learners can become involved when problems or
content are interesting, realistic, and relevant to the work in which the learning is to be
applied. Accordingly, a third requirement for learning is opportunity for the student to
actually experience himself functioning in situations which are as realistic and as relevant
as possible (18).

The effective individual possesses the ability to identify the essential elements in a
situation while stripping away and disregarding the many factors that are usually present
but not relevant. However, in life, conditions are constantly changing and the effective
person must be able to identify the unique characteristics of each situation he
encounters. Skill in coping with unique situations is best developed when students are
exposed to numerous problems which are sufficiently different to require a variety of
responses. Accordingly, this requirement includes the opportunity for students to expe-
rience not only realistic and relevant situations but a variety of them as well.

Opportunity for Experimentation

Observing the performance of others does not, by itself, lead toward individual
growth, even when good conditions for controlled observation in realistic and relevant
situations are provided. Such observations help develop an analytical attitude, but they
make no demands upon the student to examine his own ideas, nor do they enable him to
see himself in action.

Learning new ways of thinking and acting is difficult. Improved learning usually
comes in a series of small steps in which the learner tries out a variety of ideas,
discarding those that are inappropriate and reinforcing those that are successful. This can
occur only when there is freedom to make mistakes. Accordingly, a fourth requirement is
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the opportunity to experiment with new concepts and new ways of behaving under
conditions where mistakes will not have serious consequences for the learner (18).

Opportunity for Objective Analysis of Own Performance

Although the opportunity to experience new situations is critical for learning,
experience alone never benefits anyone. The important factor is the use the individual
makes of his experience (19). Thus, while the opportunity to experiment is needed, it
should be provided under conditions whereby the student can receive information about
the effectiveness of new behaviors which he has tried.

Learning is best when students can consciously test their ideas in action, obtain
knowledge of the results of the testing, and analyze this information in terms of
consequences for future behavior in actual situations. Accordingly, a fifth requirement is
opportunity for students to obtain feedback about the quality of their learned concepts
and behaviors and to analyze their learning in terms of consequences for the future (18).

THE GROUP AS A SETTING FOR LEARNING

Considering the stressful aspects of learning and the requisite conditions outlined in
the preceding section, it would seem that the most effective learning can be achieved in
situations which provide emotional support to students while also enabling them to
practice an analytic attitude, experiment with new concepts, and obtain feedback con-
cerning others' reactions to their newly developed ideas. According to the rationale under
consideration here, the above conditions can frequently be provided best within the
context of a small group.

Much of education takes place in loosely structured group situations. For example,
most formal instruction involves some sort of transaction between teacher, learner, and
other students. Although learning is an individual affair, it most frequently occurs within
a social context and much of the more complex learning can come about only through
social interaction (20). Thus, group forces, either active or latent, are present in almost
every educational situation, even though they may be untapped or uncontrolled.
Small-group instructional methods are designed to systematically use these group forces
to influence and increase the learning of individual students. The objective is to build and
maintain groups geared to the purpose of learning and to use the forces inevitably present
in such groups to create conditions that will be maximally conducive to learning.

Group Forces Affecting Learning

The social-psychological forces that operate in groups are many and varied. Of these,
however, a number have been identified as operant in most situations and as particularly
relevant to learning. In one form or another, these appear to provide the underlying bases
for most small-group instructional methods.

Group Goals. A group goal is an objective that is held in common by all or most of
the members. Since behavior is goal-directed, a group goal has the properties of con-
centrating the efforts of members and of mobilizing their efforts toward its achievement.
Thus, under proper conditions, group goals have motivational properties that can exert
considerable influence upon the behavior of members (21, p. 313).

Both research and experience have shown that a greater degree of learning
occurs when students are psychologically involved and actively participate in activities in
which learning is supposed to take place. Fullest involvement and participation occurs
when students accept and become committed to goals of their instructional groups. A
principal purpose of small-group methods is to develop instructional groups that possess
the goals of increasing opportunities for individual learning.
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Group Cohesiveness. The attractiveness of a group largely determines the degree of
influence it can exert upon the individual member (22). If a group is attractive to all or
most of its members, a feeling of "groupness" develops which is manifested in attitudes
of loyalty and a willingness to be influenced. This group cohesiveness is a highly potent
force which can, under proper conditions, be a major factor in learning.

One function served by cohesive groups is the establishment of a climate that
supports readiness for learning. Such a climate includes the following (20):

(1) Expectations among members that everyone will learn.
(2) Acceptance that learning and change are desirable and not a mark of

previous inadequacy.
(3) Recognition that individuals may make mistakes but, since all are

learning, errors will not be punished by the group or other members.
(4) Realistic levels of aspiration for the group and for all members in

terms of new learnings to be achieved.
Where such a climate exists, group influences can be strong in helping indi-

viduals develop a readiness to learn (overcome resistance) and then to change (23). For
example, if the individual likes his group, it can exert pressure upon him to change as
other members are changing. The fact that other members face the same difficulties is
reassuring and, thus, there is less feeling of inadequacy. Moreover, such a group is able to
offer potent rewards in the form of acceptance and recognition by other members. These
rewards are usually more effective as motivators than those which can be offered by an
instructor.

Group Norms. All groups with any degree of cohesiveness develop norms affecting
the behaviors of their members. Norms are standards of behaviorshared expectations of
what members should do, perhaps even what they should think and how they should
feel. In time, these norms become stabilized and become powerful determinants of the
behavior of group members (24). Thus, the development of an effective instructional
situation is, in large part, dependent upon the evolution of certain norms which will be
facilitative to optimal learning.

Norms may be concerned with just about anything related to the life of a
group. Two of the more important ones for small-group instruction are norms which
permit every member to experience difficulty and norms of objectivity in the analysis
and solution of learning problems. These norms are essential ingredients of a climate
conducive to learning and, accordingly, are major targets of small-group instructional
methods.

The Communication System. In a basic sense, learning is a function of communica-
tion. This is true of all learning that occurs in educational or training contexts, especially
in group instructional situations. The communications that occur within the group
determine the amount and types of learning that will be achieved.

Communication within an instructional group may occur at various levels of
depth (25). Much of the communication may be at the cognitive level, being primarily an
exchange of ideas concerned with the topic under examination. However, many com-
munications also carry noncognitive meanings. Thus, people communicate emotions,
attitudes, and feelings, all of which may enter into and influence, either positively or
negatively, the learning process.

If an instructional group matures and develops a capacity to work as a learning
team, members communicate with one another easily and well. When members do not
feel the need to defend themselves, and feel secure enough to expose their ideas to the
group, the communication level becomes deep enough for genuine learning to occur.
Small-group instructional methods are intended to provide conditions which will
encourage communication that will be conducive to learning.
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Functions Served by the Group

The rationale for small-group methods of instruction incorporates concepts of several
kinds, including concepts about the nature of learning, factors that influence it, and ways
in which it can be induced. However, underlying all of these is the fundamental premise
that much of practical learning involves a social transaction, that is, it requires an
interpersonal exchange between people.

On the face of it, this premise is not much different from those underlying
conventional instruction. Both conventional techniques and small-group methods operate
from the assumption that much of learning occurs as the result of interaction between
people. The principal difference seems to be in the locus of the interaction and in the
way learning results from it.

It would be foolish to claim that conventional instruction operates from any single
set of integrated concepts which could be sharply contrasted with small-group methods.
Too much of educational philosophy and practices is presently in a state of transition.
Furthermore, many of the current debates are squarely grounded in conflicting notions
about learning. Yet, throust much of conventional education and training runs the
concept of a fixed body of knowledge or doctrine and of naive learners who have not
acquired the information or skills necessary to apply this knowledge in practical ways.
According to this view, learning refers to the process by which learners acquire the
information and skills from someone (an instructor) who is already in possession of them.

Small-group methods start with a different overall view of learning as a transaction
between a learner and other learners, all of whom constitute a group. Under this concept,
neither the learners nor the body of knowledge are fixed and both undergo modification
during the transaction. In other terms, this means that much of learning to use knowl-
edge in a practical way occurs through interaction between learners, during which
concepts, practices, and additional knowledge from past experience can be exchanged,
molded, integrated with information from instructors, and formed into a workable frame
of reference which can later be applied to problems in the real world. Thus, in
small-group instruction, the principal interaction is within the learning group and learning
results from the exchange that occurs within the group.

Many of the concepts derived from learning theory apply equally in small-group
instruction. Perhaps the most useful are the concepts of "reinforcement" and "feedback."
With regard to reinforcement, one learns in groups as elsewhereby responding to a
stimulus. However, in the learning group, the stimulus is the behavior of other people.
"Correct" responses are reinforced positively and tend to become established in the
learner's repertoire of responses. "Incorrect" responses are negatively reinforced and tend
to disappear. In the learning group, other members are the agents of positive and negative
reinforcement.

A major difference appears, however, in the determination of which responses are
"correct." In conventional instruction, the correctness of the response to be learned tends
to be predetermined by instructor, doctrine, or a machine programer. This definition of
correctness is held constant during the entire learning experience. On the other hand, in
small-group instruction, group members function both as learners and as environment,
and standards of appropriateness of stimulus and response are worked out through the
"give-and-take" of an evolving discussion.

Closely related is the concept of "feedback." This concept is concerned with the
powerful learning effects of prompt feedback to the learner about the effects of his
exploratory responses. In all forms of learning, knowledge of the results of trial responses
is deemed essential. This is no less true in small-group instruction. A principal aim is to
provide conditions under which a learner may receive prompt feedback concerning the
new ideas and skills which he is testing. In small-group instruction, this feedback is
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supplied either by other group members or by discussion leaders, depending upon
conditions and the method used.

In small-group instruction, the group provides a stimulus environment, within which
learning is both stimulated and tested. As a stimulus environment, the group serves three
functions which differentiate small-group instruction from individual-centered education
or training (26, pp. 52-54). The functions involve (a) resources, (b) social motivation, and
(c) social influence.

Resources. One of the principal functions of the group is to serve as a resource to
learners. The typical group will have a wider range of information and a greater critical
facility than any individual member. Furthermore, the greater potential resources make
the group more likely to discover a wider range of alternatives than a single member. The
pooling of individual judgments also tends to eliminate erroneous or inappropriate
concepts and conclusions. Because group discussion is selective, the final product will
probably have eliminated many of the poorer alternatives generated by members. Thus,
selectivity often improves the quality of learning.

It cannot be assumed that more information, greater critical facility, and
opportunity to pool judgments will inevitably improve the quality of learning in groups.
The existence of a group merely makes these resources available. However, unless they
are used effectively, they may contribute little and, under some conditions, can actually
impede learning because of the confusion which may be created among members.

Social Motivation. Because motivation is a critical determinant of learning and because
factors that influence motivation are, in education and training, predominantly social, the
motivational consequences of group interaction are difficult to overemphasize. The mere
presence of other people in a learning situation creates new motivational implications
because many of the goals and rewards valued by most individuals are available only from
interaction with other people. These effects are further strengthened when an actual group
is developed. Under these conditions, the forces that operate in all groups channel and focus
individual motivation in directions determined by the collective goals.

Just as with the provision of resources, the existence of a group situation does not
necessarily insure that motivational forces will be directed toward learning. A group can be a
powerful source of social motivation; however, the nature and direction of that motivation
will be determined by the goals of the group and the conditions that exist within it.

Social Influence. The social influence function of learning groups is concerned with
the development and enforcement of norms governing the attitudes and behavior of
group members. In small-group instruction, group influence is exerted through standards
related to type and amount of participation, collaboration between members, depth of
discussion, feedback to be provided members, levels of communication, support given
discussion leaders, and similar factors. Although many factors may affect the ability of a
group to influence its members, its potential for influencing a particular individual is
determined, in large part, by the extent of his attraction to the group and of his desire to
remain in the group and to be accepted by other members.

Again, the existence of a group is no assurance that its norms will be conducive
to learning. Depending upon conditions, norms may develop around any issue that has
relevance for a group and may exert influence in any direction. An important problem
for instructors is to create conditions that will ensure the development of norms that are
conducive to learning.

OVERVIEW

The concepts discussed in the preceding sections of this chapter form the foundation
for small-group instructional methods. Central to the approach is the use of the
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social-psychological forces in small groups to enhance and maximize the conditions under

which learning occurs.
In the final analysis, the responsibility for learning must rest with the individual

student. Learning can occur only within the individual and he must be the final
determinant of whether change will, in fact, take place. Thus, the old axiom which states
that "if the learner hasn't learned, the teacher hasn't taught" can never be altogether
true. But the fundamental responsibility of every instructor is to create around the
student those conditions that will be most conducive to learning. This is, in effect, the

role of the teacher.
Small-group methods of instruction are one approach to the creation of conditions

conducive to learning. Regardless of the particular method used, the rationale for
small -group instruction rests upon the premise that learning is partly a function of
attitudes, and education or training is a matter a: overcoming resistance to change. This
can be accomplished by discussing issues or problems and, in many instances, arriving at
decisions about how they might be handled. Because the group resolves the problem itself
with each student participating, members are committed to the solution through the
functioning of group norms endorsing the new ideas or behaviors. Under this rationale,
two purposes are assumed to be accomplished: (a) students get new insights into prob-
lems by hearing many different viewpoints and by having their own ideas critiqued, and
(b) they learn new ways of behaving to which they are committed because of group
discussion and decision.

For maximum change to occur, a group must possess a common goal for learning, a
reasonable degree of cohesiveness, norms conducive to learning, and patterns of effective
communicationin short, a learning culture. In permanently structured groups, these
ingredients may already be present. However, in most instructional situations, where
students usually meet for short periods spread over weeks or months, instructors must
create and develop the requisite structure and processes of the group. The various
methods used in small-group instruction are merely devices for accomplishing these
purposes.



Chapter 3

METHODS OF SMALL-GROUP INSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2, the discussion centered around the common threads that underlie the
various small-group techniques of instruction. The present chapter presents a description
of the principal methods and an analysis of the types of learnings each appears to
accomplish.

It was emphasized in Chapter 2 that, whether explicit or not, all of the techniques
which fall under the rubric small-group methods rest upon a particular concept of
learning and of the conditions necessary for learning to occur. It was also suggested that
the various methods are merely different devices for using group processes to enhance
learning. However, emphasis upon similarities should not be carried too far. Although all
methods appear to rest upon a common foundation, some genuine differences do exist
and it is important to be aware of those differences. Small-group methods differ in terms
of goals, prerequisite trainers' skills, and expected student reactions. Accordingly, they
should be viewed as instruments appropriate for specific purposes and under specific
conditions.

In the discussion to follow, examination of each method will focus upon such
aspects as the operations involved, learnings the method appears to accomplish, and ways
it may be used. In considering these aspects, each of the methods is treated as relatively
"pure," that is, as a distinctly different approach. The distinctions are not always so
clear-cut in practice where methods are often combined, modified, or used in conjunction
with other techniques. Such modifications are entirely permissible as long as the instruc-
tor is aware that effects may be changed accordingly. Nevertheless, for the purposes of
this report, each method will be treated as a distinctive approach to education or
training.

CONFERENCE METHOD

The conference technique is by far the most popular small-group method currently
used in industrial training. Reasons for its popularity are not difficult to find. For one
thing, the method does not require a subject-matter expert. Accordingly, it is possible to
train an unsophisticated person in a reasonably short time so that he can do a creditable
job as a conference leader. Another reason is that the method closely follows the
rationale for small-group methods and, therefore, has achieved a measure of respectability
which has made it the method of choice in many organizations.

The conference method involves a series of carefully planned meetings with specific
goals, in which leader and students discuss topics or problems relevant to the over-all
purpose of the instructional program. The method rests squarely upon group discussion
but, in contrast with the Leaderless Discussion, is dependent upon the trainer's manipula-
tion of the discussion process so that it is always directed toward specific program goals.
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Usually the conference leader does not present theory, principles, doctrine, or ways
of handling problems. Rather, the group is presented with a topic or problem and
members speculate about possible ways of handling it. Solutions may be suggested by
members and evaluated by the group through a free exchange of experiences and
opinions. The group may evolve ideas which become the accepted solutions or the leader
may guide the discussion along some particular course toward a predetermined solution
of his own. Thus, in its purest form, the conference method is a highly practical
approach to education or training. Students are not exposed to theory, principles,
doctrine, or expertise. Rather, discussions and solutions are derived from their own
experiences or ideas and are applied to real-life problems.

In this connection, it is important to distinguish between the "free" conference and
the "directed" conference. The free conference involves a completely unguided discussion
and is usually problem-centered. The agenda is developed by taking a problem-census in
which participants suggest potential topics. Solutions are those freely evolved through
discussion.

The directed conference is more frequently used for training purposes. Here, the
conference leader uses a predetermined agenda and each topic on it is discussed. The
discussion may be relatively free; more frequently, it is guided by the leader who makes
sure certain points are covered. In some cases, the discussion is "directed" to the extent
that the leader actually manipulates it to reach a predetermined conclusion.

The conference method has much to recommend it, especially with reference to
training management. For example, relatively inexperienced personnel can be trained to
lead conferences. Subject-matter experts are not necessary, although such specialists are
certainly able to improve the quality of a program. Conference leaders' guides can be
prepared by experts to provide complete instructions with regard to steering a discussion.
If needed, a step-by-step outline can be developed to include all points to be covered, the
actual words to use in opening and closing each session, conclusions to be reached, and
similar materials. The method thus permits conduct of training with whatever personnel
may be at hand. Furthermore, if the leader is skillful, he can control the discussion, thus
insuring that "school solutions" are developed by the group.

On the other hand, if the leader is not a content expert, there is much greater risk
of superficiality in the discussions. Because of lack of expertise among students, dis-
cussions tend to skirt issues unless the conference leader can skillfully probe relevant
points and raise questions which will give students insight into underlying problems. In
order to accomplish this well, the leader must be sufficiently knowledgeable in content
areas to identify both superficial diagnoses and critical issues so that the group can be
guided into more meaningful discussions.

Learning from the conference method appears to be mainly cognitive, with heavy
emphasis upon insight into practical problems gained through the exchange of viewpoints.
Although, as its adherents claim, the method possesses potential for changing attitudes,
genuine change seems to depend more upon the competence and skill of individual
conference leaders rather than upon the method itself. Because the method rests almost
solely upon discussion, no opportunity is provided for skill practice. Thus, students get
no experience with real behavior under either experimental or practice conditions. Some
trainers attempt to overcome this limitation through the auxiliary use of role playing.

LEADERLESS DISCUSSION

The term "leaderless discussion" refers to a group discussion for which a formal
leader has not been designated and in which an instructor does not participate. Instead,
the influence of the instructor is limited to assignment of a topic, problem, or issue to be
discussed. In this way, the content and course of the discussion are determined almost
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completely by the students. This technique, when used for training, is to be distinguished
from the Leaderless Group Discussion described by Bass (27), which is used mainly for
the assessment of leadership potential.

Most commonly, leaderless discussion is used in conjunction with large-group ses-
sions to introduce issues, to generate involvement among participants, and to provide
opportunity for the exchange of ideas. When used in this way, the leaderless discussion
groups are, in effect, sub-groups of the larger classes. The usual procedure is for the
instructor of a large class to divide it into small groups which are then required to discuss
some topic, problem, or issue for a specified period of time. The discussion may occur
either before a formal presentation (to introduce issues or generate involvement) or
following it (to exchange ideas). In either case, the purpose is to generate more effective
learning by overcoming the formalities inherent in large classes through subgrouping and
spontaneous discussion.

TOPIC DISCUSSIONS

One type of leaderless discussion is the "topic discussion." In this form, the
instructor assigns a specific topic or issue for discussion and allows a fairly lengthy period
of time, such as 30 minutes or an hour, for completion. He may assign advance readings
to prepare students for the discussion. The instructor may also provide students with a
list of issues for discussion, guidance as to questions to be answered, and so forth. In all
instances, however, responsibility for the nature and quality of the discussion rests with
the students.

The topic discussion is useful for identifying issues or for introducing a problem to
students. When students discuss a problem prior to a formal presentation such as a
lecture or film, attention becomes focused upon critical issues and involvement with
formally presented material is greater. Another use for topic discussions i
solutions to problems. Here, a limitation is that clear-cut solutions are sometimes difficult
to obtain because of lack of the direction which could be provided by a discussion
leader.

Learning achieved through topic discussions appears to be mainly in the form of
increased sensitivity to issues and problems and, in better groups, perhaps a fairly
superficial insight into solutions to specific problems.

BUZZ SESSIONS

A "buzz session" is a brief but intensive discussion held among a small number of
participants without advance preparation and with a minimum of formality. In this
procedure, a question or issue is posed to a class. Members are then asked to turn to one or
several neighbors (or to form convenient groups) and to engage in discussion for several
minutes.

Buzz sessions appear to be most useful for introducing issues and problems, and
thus, laying groundwork for learning to be achieved from later formal presentations or
guided class discussions. Some evidence exists that buzz sessions result in both improved
problem solving and participation in class discussions (28). They do not appear to exert
much effect upon attitudes.

CASE METHOD

In general, the case method involves the exposure of students to accounts of
concrete situations with some temporal and developmental span in which a variety of
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factors are at work. The cases are descriptionsprinted, tape-recorded, or filmedof
actual situations from real life and students discuss them with the objectives of dis-
covering underlying principles, if any, and applying the principles to diagnosis and
solution of the problems. Although case discussions may be held with large classes, much
of the effectiveness of discussion is lost as size of class increases and the greatest learning
seems to be achieved when discussion groups are small. For this reason, the case method
is included in this analysis of small-group instructional methods.

Several approaches to the study of cases have been developed. In fact, some
practitioners consider role playing and even sensitivity training to be derivations of the
case method (29). However, for this report, the distinction will be retained. Here,
discussion of the case method will be limited to the Harvard case study, the Incident-
Process method, and abbreviated cases.

HARVARD METHOD

The case method of teach:Jig originated in law schools where students learn by
analysis of actual court cases. Later, the method was adopted by the Harvard Business
School where much of the curriculum is now based upon a case approach. It is the
Harvard orientation which governs most uses of the case method today. The approach
rests upon a carefully disciplined rationale encompassing case preparation, discussion
leading, and method of analysis (30).

Typically, a case is a printed record of a problem or issue which actually has been
faced by someone, together with surrounding facts, opinions, and prejudices upon which
decisions had to be made. The cases are presented to students for considered analysis,
open discussion, and final decision as to the action which should be taken. Most
frequently, cases are assigned in advance of the discussion so that students will have
opportunity for careful analysis. The case is then discussed in class with the instructor
serving as moderator. Students may also be required to submit written analyses.

In the Harvard method, a course is usually limited to case analysis and discussion.
Occasionally, supplemental readings may be assigned. In the strictest practice of the
Harvard method, no theory or principles are presented. However, some trainers have used
lectures to provide a frame of reference for thinking about the problems posed by the
cases.

Under the case method, the instructor's role is to assign the cases for discussion, to
act as a responsible member of the group delegated to provoke argumentative thinking,
and to guide discussion toward points of major importance by his own contributions and
questions. He may, if he chooses, take a final position on the viewpoints which have been
threshed out before him.

According to the Hrt-vard method, it is a requirement that the instructor adopt a
nondirective role, withholding his own opinions and attempting at all times to establish a
permissive atmosphere within the group. He is concerned solely with the quality of
student thinking and with stimulating deeper and more mature problem analysis. A basic
premise is that the individual will learn and better remember those things which he
discovers for himself. Accordingly, the function of the instructor is not to give answers
but to help the student to develop his analytical ability.

Practitioners of the method contend that preparation of case material is extremely
important. In order for proper analysis and discussion to occur, the case must contain
appropriate background, facts, conflict, and sequence of events. One characteristic of case
writing is strict adherence to a consistent point of view. The writer supplies only events
and facts; feelings and thoughts of the characters are not reported. Furthermore, he looks
not only at the active histrumertal elements of the situation, such as procedures aid
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techniques, but at the processes by which the action takes place p ocess in 'terms of
interactions among people and the behaved or verbalized expressions of these people.

At this point, it is important to distinguish between a teaching case and a case history.
A teaching case is a carefully designed description of a problem situation, written specifi-
cally for the purpose of provoking systematic analysis and discussion. As such, it does not
necessarily represent a complete description of all facts and events. A skillful writer com-
poses his case with the objective of creating a challenging problem. Furthermoreand most
importantthe outcome is never revealed; the case is brought to a point requiring decision
and action, then it stops. In contrast, a case history usually involves the historical enumera-
tion of all relevant aspects of a person, situation, or event, including the outcome. It is
intended to illustrate some type of behavior, a phenomenon, how a problem was resolved,
or other aspects. The fundamental distinction is that a teaching case is intended to pose a
problem, while a case history illustrates something. Proponents of the case method would
contend that a case history is a poor vehicle for training in problem analysis.

Thus, composition of the case is highly important and requires a certain degree of
skill. If cases are not structured so as to challenge mature analysis and stimulate
discussion, failure is likely (31). In this regard, it should be noted that cases can be
written to highlight the problems indicated by the particular objectives of the course. For
example, a case for a class dealing with leadership might emphasize the interpersonal
aspects of a situation while a case intended for a class in technical administration could
highlight the formal procedural aspects of the same situation. In addition, cases may
cover any type of problemhuman, administrative, or technical.

The Harvard method rests upon a two-pronged rationale concerned with (a) the
knowledges and skills necessary to function effectively in real life, and (b) the best ways
of teaching students requisite skills with which to do so. Under this approach, it is
believed that, as far as responsible activity in the real world is concerned, a fund of
ready-made answers can be of little avail (16). Each situation is a new situation, requiring
imaginative understanding as a prelude to sound judgment and action. Usually an
individual will not have all the facts and viewpoints, and thus there is no one best
answer. Accordingly, what is most needed is the ability to take all available information,
sift out relevant facts, see the relationships between them, and make sound judgments
and decisions relative to them.

Corollary with this view is a position on the best way to equip students to solve
real-life problems. This position attacks the assumption of traditional academic teaching
that it is possible by a simple process of telling (lecture) to pass on knowledge in a useful
form. No amount of information, whether of theory or of fact, in itself improves insight
and judgment or increases ability to act wisely under conditions of responsibility (16).
Advocates of the case method contend that students must be initiated into the ways of
independent thought and responsible judgment by being confronted with "real" situations
which must be analyzed and by submitting their analyses to the criticism of con-
temporaries. The case method attempts to put the burden of independent thinking upon
students by forcing them to use their own knowledge and insight. This is accomplished
by inculcating a fact-finding approach to problems which is expected to become a
characteristic way of thinking.

Thus, the Harvard case method rests upon a carefully developed rationale. Since the
logic of the approach is reasonable, it has attracted many advocates. However, for this
report, an important question remains. What precisely can the case method be expected
to accomplish?

The method appears to train students in the skills of conceptual diagnosis. Over a
long period of exposure to case analysis, a student develops a fact-finding approach to
problems. According to Benne (29), well-conducted case discussions may, over time,
broaden the student's repertoire of diagnostic schemes and he may develop some of the
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attitudes necessary for dependable and accurate diagnosissuspension of judgment,
acceptance of variety in people and situations, and recognition of the complexities of
organizational, group, and individual behavior. In short, the main accomplishment of the
Harvard method appears to be the development of a problem-solving orientation, together
with a heightened awareness of the factors to be taken into account in approaching
problems. Furthermore, by experiencing the testing of his ideas against the opinions of
others, a student may learn a greater tolerance for the ambiguities of real-life situations.

From the standpoint of training management, the Harvard method possesses certain
advantages. For one thing, instructors do not have to be experts at writing cases. The
cases can be prepared by one or more specialists but can be used by many different
instructors. Instructors may even be furnished with prepared analyses of the cases, thus
ensuring better instructor understanding of the cases and the issues that will probably be
raised. Furthermore, because they are printed, the same cases may be studied by many
different groups simultaneously, insuring greater uniformity in exposure of students to
teaching materials.

Certain limitations are also inherent in the Harvard method. For example, it cannot
readily reproduce the unfolding quality of actual events. Realism in the cases is thus
reduced. A more critical problem concerns the fact that the material under scrutiny is the
behavior of someone else. Accordingly, the student engages in a rather safe, impersonal
analysis of a situation in which he is not an actual participant. Diagnosis thus becomes
merely an intellectual exercise. The case method does not provide for bringing the
behavior of the student to the point of testing it in action and of subsequently analyzing
the behavioral consequences both for himself and others. Finally, as with the conference
method, the Harvard method makes no provision for learning and practicing action skills.

INCIDENT-PROCESS METHOD

According to Pigors (32, 33), the Harvard case method has serious limitations. For
one thing, the typical Harvard case presents most of the available facts in the situation.
Pigors contends that, when given all information, the student has no opportunity for
developing skill in evaluating problems, in determining what facts are needed, and in
digging them out. It is his belief that the Harvard method trains only in problem analysis
and not in fact finding.

Pigors also maintains that, since students using the Harvard method never know the
real outcome of a case, they miss the benefit of comparing and analyzing the differences
between their decisions and those made by experienced leaders. Furthermore, he con-
tends that the nondirective leadership of discussions required in the Harvard method
prevents students from getting closure on the problems and that this inhibits learning.

Accordingly, Pigors has developed a modification which he calls the Incident-Process
method of case study. In this method, a brief incident requiring adjudication and decision
is presented to students. Then, the group must decide what additional information is
required. The discussion leader, usually but not necessarily an instructor, is provided with
background and factual material which he furnishes only as the members of the group
request specific items of information. If the information is not requested, the discussion
leader never provides it. Thus, students may finally be required to decide a case on the
basis of only partial information because they failed to ferret out everything needed to
make a valid decision. After obtaining the desired information, each trainee writes his
decision and the supporting reasons for it. The decisions are presented publicly and
debated with pressure by the leader toward arriving at a common conclusion. The
students then hear the real decision and analyze the adequacy or inadequacy of their fact
finding and decision making in contrast with it. Thus, over time and numerous cases,
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students learn to analyze brief incidents in terms of relevant facts and also to become
skillful in obtaining these facts. Pigors believes this process develops the fact-finding
ability required to function effectively in the real world.

In this way, Pigors hopes to overcome the limitations he sees in the Harvard
method. However, in the Incident-Process method, learning again appears to be restricted
to development of diagnostic skills. Although students seem to interact more realistically
in trying to reach group decisions, there is no opportunity for studying and trying the
actual skills of implementation in situations similar to those studied.

ABBREVIATED CASE

When the Harvard method is strictly followed, lengthy advance preparation by
students is inevitable. The requirement for full access to all facts and information in the
case usually results in a fairly comprehensive printed document. Accordingly, mastery of
the case requires students to engage in extensive preparation for in-class discussions. In
some instances, such preparation may be desirable and, certainly, intensive analysis of a
complex case should be conducive to learning. However, there may be situations when
caliber of students or other demands upon student time may preclude extensive prepara-
tion. One means for providing students with full access to necessary information and still
avoiding the long preparation required by the Harvard method's extensive documentation
is the abbreviated case (34).

The most important advantage of the abbreviated case is its brevity. Reading seldom
requires more than 15 minutes. If desired, cases can be assigned at the beginning of each
class period, thus assuring that all participants are adequately prepared. Furthermore,
since the abbreviated case presents only major points in the reported situation, it
becomes easier to keep discussions focused on central issues. This also simplifies the task
of discussion leaders.

The principal disadvantage of the abbreviated case is that unimportant facts are
eliminated and the minimum of information which appears is presented in such a
straightforward manner that students have no opportunity to practice sifting out essential
elements from those that are not important. Thus, analysis may become too simple as
compared with real situations where an individual may have to weigh and discard a
number of secondary factors before arriving at solution of the central problem.

One modification of the abbreviated case which should be mentioned is the drama-
tized case. In this form, a short case is presented through the medium of either tape
recordings (35) or film (36). The cases are usually open-ended, that is, they reach a
critical point of conflict and end without resolution of the problem. The group then
discusses possible issues ana solutions.

The principal advantage of the dramatized case is that it communicates important
facts without preliminary reading and with heightened dramatic effect. On the other
hand, their effectiveness is usually confined to the presentation of dialogue situations.
Thus, the oral form of presentation mainly restricts cases to human relations problems.
Cases dealing with non-human aspects such as planning, organization, and technical
problems are difficult to portray.

ROLE PLAYING

There is one limitation to the case method which has special significance for
leadership or human relations training. Although cases often describe relationships
between people, they are not capable of portraying the more dynamic aspects of human
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interaction or of generating very intensive involvement with the problem situation.
Because cases are inadequate to communicate the numerous and varied behavioral cues
available to a person who is actually involved in the face-to-face situation, some of the
flavor is lost. In an effort to overcome this limitation, many instructors have turned to
role playing.

USE IN INSTRUCTION

Role playing is a method of portraying human interaction in imaginary situations in
such a manner that realistic behavior is elicited (37, p. 8). This rather general description
implies that role playing can be used for many purposes, and, indeed, such is the case.
Developed originally as a psychotherapeutic technique, role playing has also been used
successfully for problem illustration, problem diagnosis, and training evaluation. Its
greatest popularity, however, has been achieved as a method of training, especially in
leadership and human relations.

For instructional purposes, a situation is presented to the group and some members
are asked to assume roles and to enact the situation toward some resolution. Other
students observe the behavior of the actors. The scene may be carried to a resolution or
the instructor may stop it at some critical point in the action. Following the scene,
observations, as well as thoughts and feelings of the actors, are reported and discussed by
the group. In this way, faulty diagnoses, alternative actions, and discrepancies between
diagnoses and action can be identified. Alternative ways of handling the situation may be
tried by replaying the scene.

Role playing thus provides students with opportunities to observe, experience, and
practice actual behavior in contexts somewhat similar to reality. Of particular importance
in leadership training is the fact that the full significance of learning is only in a minor
way related to elegance of the problem solution, if any. Rather, focus is upon relation-
ships and impacts of the actors upon the situation. Therefore, analysis is concerned with
actual behavior rather than concepts.

Emphasis upon experienced behavior is the characteristic that mainly distinguishes
role playing from the methods discussed earlier. Because most leadership problems occur
when two or more people interact, the basic approach is to create realistic interpersonal
situations, use various methods of collecting information about behavior and attitudes in
the situations, analyze the information, and endeavor to draw generalizations from the
analysis. Generalizations and hypotheses, in turn, are tested in action as students try out
new skills. Thus learning is more than verbal. Because the learning grows out of
experience, because it deals with the observed behavior of individuals and groups in a
public way, role playing is quite different from instructional situations in which behavior
is talked about but never examined and in which students never actually experience the
problems which are discussed.

RATIONALE

The rationale for role playing starts from the conviction that the problem of training
is not solely to transmit facts or viewpoints bat to help the student translate knowledge
so that it becomes meaningful in his own experience. Therefore, role playing has the
fundamental objective of making a student consciously aware of the implications of his
actions and of the actions of other people for him, and of helping him to become skillful
in diagnosing and acting in ongoing situations. One requirement for the development of
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this awareness is opportunity for the student to actually experience himself functioning
in realistic situations. Role playing provides this opportunity.

The opportunity to experience realistic situations is an essential requirement.
However, experience alone never teaches anything. The important factor is whether the
student learns from the experience. Such learning can be increased when the opportinity
is also provided for consciously testing behavior in action, for getting feedback about its
effectiveness, and for analyzing its effects and its consequences. Where provisions are
made in the program for students to obtain feedback through group discussion, role
playing also fulfills this requirement.

It has already been stated that advocates of role playing consider that the ability to
skillfully diagnose ongoing events and their causes is important (37). They contend that
this ability can be developed only through observing systematicallymerely watching an
occurrence is not sufficient. What appears to be required are calculated, purposive
observations made under controlled conditions so that the learner is actively and con-
sciously involved in practicing a diagnostic attitude. Role playing provides this oppor-
tunity when non-acting members of the group are assigned specific observer functions
with instructions to watch for significant events that might occur.

Finally, the rationale for role playing is based on the contention that behavioral
skills do not come easily. This implies the need for freedom to make mistakes during the
learning process. Accordingly, another requirement is the opportunity to experiment and
practice under conditions where mistakes do not have serious consequences. Role playing
also provides this opportunity.

A key concept in role playing is "spontaneity" an adequate response to .a new
situation or a new and adequate response to an old situation (38). Thus, spontaneity is
the ability to respond to a variety of changing situations without being constricted by
rigid patterns of behavior. With reference to education or training, this suggests that the
objective is not to teach the individual some predetermined set of behaviors. Rather, the
goal is to develop flexibility so that the student is equipped to cope with new and
changing situations as they occur.

Degrees of effectiveness and the specific outcomes of role playing vary according to
the objectives of the instructor. Three main classes of objectives have been identified. The
first involves training students in specific methods and techniques. For example, role
playing is extensively used for teaching techniques of conference leading, interviewing,
selling, and instructing. In such training, emphasis is mainly upon illustration, drill,
practice, and critique. Learning centers around methods and procedures; however,
spontaneity remains the keynote.

A second class of objectives is concerned with developing diagnostic and action
skills. Although specific problems may be used as the vehicle, the goal is to develop
diagnostic sensitivity and action flexibility across a wide spectrum of conditions.

The third class of objectives is concerned with the development of personal insight
or self-understanding. Through participation in action situations, the student is able to
observe the effects of his behavior on others and of their actions on him. By testing the
consequences of his behavior, the student obtains data for evaluating either characteristic
or newly acquired ways of handling problems.

ROLE OF INSTRUCTOR

Thus, it can be seen that role playing is an exceptionally flexible method which can
be used for a variety of purposes under many different conditions. Numerous modifica-
tions can be derived from the basic method, making it possible to explore most kinds of
problems and situations. For this reason, the instructor is a critical element in role
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playing. The way he adapts method to objective, how he structures the role playing
scenes, the way role playing is introduced to students, the things he instructs student-
observers to look for, and the skill with which he leads discussions, all go to determine
the effectiveness of the instruction. The latitude afforded by role playing makes the
instructor highly important.

While the instructor is a critical determinant of the effectiveness of role playing, the
method does not necessarily require extensive training in its use. Rather, more important
requisites are competence as a teacher and precise understanding of the rationale and
purposes of the technique as an instructional method. A tolerance for ambiguity and
some insight into human behavior is also helpful, but the major requirement is that the
instructor know what he is trying to do.

The rationale, purposes, and procedures of role playing can be communicated to
novice instructors. Ideally, first-hand experience with role playing and some practice in its
use should be a requirement. It is possible, however, to communicate the necessary
information through the printed word. Klein, for example, has published an excellent
book which describes how spontaneous role playing can be used (39). Maier, Solem, and
Maier (31) have written a manual for role playing using industrial problems. The manual
presents a rationale, detailed instructions, case materials, and even instructors' guides
which point out the important issues in each case and the directions the discussions are
likely to take. The trainer is thus furnished with a ready-made course in supervisory
relations. Similar manuals could be easily devised for any course, or instructors could be
furnished with rationale and instructions together with materials covering a variety of
problems and situations to be used as needed.

Emphasis upon spontaneity and the nature of the instructor's role make external
control of instruction difficult. While it is easy to obtain uniform presentation of
problems across classes, it is virtually impossible to ensure that discussions will be
identical. From the viewpoint of spontaneity theory, such uniformity is undesirable for
learning. However, regardless of the validity of this view, responsibility for quality and
content must rest more with the individual instructor than with training managers.

The fact that role playing is usually limited to portraying close interpersonal
behavior is something of a handicap for courses in higher-level leadership where organiza-
tional dynamics may be an important topic for study. Some instructors have overcome
this problem by designing large role-playing situations so as to enact an entire organiza-
tion in the process of solving some important problem. Under these conditions, students
fill all of the key roles in the organization and remain in role for longer periods, as much
as a day or more at a time. Through the use of observers, students receive data relative to
their own behavior as well as to the problems occurring between organizational com-
ponents. Thus, the opportunity is provided for learning about individual, group, and
organizational relationships simultaneously.

Another potential limitation is the traditional emphasis in role playing upon
behavior. Unless modified, role playing is weak in teaching about other elements such as
decision making. Maier, Solem, and Maier (40) have compensated for this limitation by
combining case study with role playing so that the most desirable elements of both are
available. The student thus has opportunity for learning in both the interpersonal and
decsision-making aspects of leadership.

COMMITTEE PROBLEM SOLVING

In committee problem solving, real or hypothetical problems are assigned to small
groups of students who work together toward a final group product (41). Whereas the
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case method emphasizes analysis by individual students followed by discussion, com-
mittee problem solving stresses discussion and joint effort from the beginning.

The problems assigned may be such that they can be completed within one class
session, in which case they are selected so as to parallel or illustrate on-going instruction.
On the other hand, problems may require much research and work on them may extend
over weeks or even a term or semester. In either event, all facts and information relevant
to the problems must be available to the students or accessible through research.

Although solving a problem should certainly help students to learn more about its
content, the major learning to come from this method seems to be in the area of
problem-solving techniques. Students learn how to attack problems, gather data, weigh
alternatives, and derive solutions. Furthermore, in committee problem solving, students
learn how to reconcile differing viewpoints in order to arrive at a group decision.

Committee problem solving is especially useful for training groups of people who are
required to work together on a daily basis. Thus, staffs, departments, or sections whose
missions involve daily cooperative effort may benefit greatly from jointly attacking and
solving assigned problems which are not part of the work of the unit.

SUMMATION

The point of this discussion of methods is clear. Although based upon the same
underlying rationale, small-group instructional methods differ in terms of objectives,
requisite instructors' skills, and expected students' reactions. Accordingly, no one method
can be considered a panacea for all needs. All should be included in the instructional
armamentarium from which one or a combination of methods can be selected as
appropriate under specific conditions.



Chapter 4

RESEARCH WITH SMALL-GROUP METHODS

INTRODUCTION

Despite their widespread use by educators and trainers, systematic research on the
effectiveness of small-group methods has not been extensive. Attempts to study the
question began as early as 1925 (5) and have continued intermittently since that time
However, no comprehensive programs intended to obtain definitive answers have been
undertaken.

Studies of small-group discussion have been approached from many viewpoints, and
they have included almost every conceivable variable and combination of variables. As
Roseborough points out in her review of experimental studies of small groups (12),
research concerned with group discussion has included groups with all types of members,
with many different objectives and varying sizes, leaderless groups and groups with
appointed leaders, some led permissively and some led directively, groups meeting over
differing periods of time, some with opportunity for feedback and self-evaluation, and
some with no such opportunities. It is not surprising that results of this research have
been termed by Lorge and Brenner as "amorphous" (43).

The lack of programed research can be attributed to many thingsthe complexity
of human behavior, the difficulty of controlling variables, the lack of adequate meas-
ures, or the practical problems besetting an instructor whose primary responsibility is
the education of students who would also be the subjects of 'his experiments. However,
one factor is even more significant than any of these. This is the difficulty of devising
suitable strategies for controlling, describing, and manipulating the phenomena with
which the research is concerned. Studies of instructional methods most frequently deal
with real-life situations, and the variety of responses available to students makes the
complex learning processes that are involved exceedingly difficult to analyze with any
degreee of precision. Cause and effect connections are difficult to establish because
instructional situations are interpersonal relationships in which many variables are
usually functioning simultaneously.

Thus, most studies have been uncoordinated attacks upon isolated aspects of the
problem. Despite the rather "amorphous" state of the literature, however, it is possible to
obtain answers to a number of questionssuch as the followingrelated to the possible
goals of instruction:

(1) Are small-group methods effective for inducing change in people?
(2) Are small-group methods effective for teaching information and concepts?
(3) Are small-group methods more effective for teaching information and

concepts than conventional instruction?
(4) Are small-group methods effective and better for training in problem

solving?
(5) Are small-group methods effective and better for developing positive atti-

tudes toward the course of instruction?
(6) Are small-group methods effective and better for changing content-specific

attitudes?
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USE OF SMALL-GROUP METHODS

FOR INDUCING CHANGE

Group discussion has been found to be effective in changing a wide range of
behavior patterns (42). The best-known of these studies were conducted by Lewin and
his associates (44). In general, these studies showed that more housewives changed their
attitudes about serving various types of food after participating in a group discussion and
decision than after hearing lectures concerning the desirability of serving them. Even
more important, however, the changed attitudes carried over into actual behavior. In all
the studies, the housewives who participated in the discussion groups actually served the
foods much more often than those who heard the lectures. Lewin attributed the
permanence of the change to group decision; however, he credited the discussion with
inducing the change.

Following the studies by Lewin and his associates, discussion has been used to effect
change in a variety of contexts. For example, Roseborough (42) reports that group
discussion has been used to change attitudes and prejudices (45, 46, 47), to solve
community problems (48, 49), to help alcoholics (50), and to raise industrial productivity
(11, 51).

It is significant that, in most of the studies cited, highly skilled, professional leaders
guided the discussions and activities were carefully contrived to maximize change. It is
also important to note that change did not usually occur within all individuals. Neverthe-
less, it is clear that, when properly conducted, small-group discussion is effective for
inducing change in many people.

SMALL-GROUP METHODS

IN INSTRUCTION

Studies of small-group methods in instruction have usually been less rigorous than
the research discussed in the previous section. In many instances, the discussion leaders
have been less skilled and conditions have not been as well controlled.

A number of the studies have been concerned with training evaluation, mainly in
industrial or military programs. Where evaluation has been accomplished, efforts have'
usually been limited to measurement of the effects of one method or combination of
methods against one criterion. Most such studies have been more concerned with demon-
strating the utility of a single, uniquely designed program than with comparing the
relative merits of several methods or with studying the nature of the learnings achieved.

Evaluation studies have significant value for learning what kinds of programs or
methods will produce some results. Furthermore, evaluation provides the instructor
responsible for the course with clues for modifying his methods. Nevertheless, however
helpful to the particular instructor an evaluation may be, simple evaluation studies
produce little knowledge applicable to other instructional contexts and only a few guides
for practical decisions relative to them. In short, after evaluation, there is only a little
more understanding of general learning implications than there was before. For these
reasons, only those evaluation studies which have generalizable relevance will be cited in
this chapter.

A number of other studies, performed mainly with college classes, have compared
lecture or "instructor-centered" methods with "discussion." In some of these experi-
ments, classes were divided into small groups for the "discussion" condition. However, in
others, large classes were not divided and instructors led discussions with groups
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consisting of, in some cases, up to 50 or 100 students. Only those studies which used
small groups (20 or less students) will be cited in this chapter. Furthermore, in no case
will studies of ad hoc groups be included.

EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING INFORMATION AND CONCEPTS

The effectiveness of small-group methods for teaching information and concepts has
been the most extensively researched of all the questions listed in the introduction to this
chapter. Studies examining this question have been both evaluative and comparative and
have included a variety of course contents.

By far the greatest number of studies have compared lectures with some form of
"group discussion" in terms of immediate recall of content as measured by achievement
tests administered at completion of the course. Content about which students were tested
included psychology (52, 53, 54, 55), social relations (56), sociology (57, 58), commu-
nicable disease theory (58), and military leadership and human relations (60). In all of
these studies, the findings were conclusive. As measured by end-of-course tests, both
lecture and discussion methods were effective in teaching information and concepts and
no differences were found between the methods.

It is significant that, for each of the above studies, activities of students who
participated under "discussion" conditions remained directed toward the acquisition of
course content. In contrast, Asch (61) compared lecture with a "non-directive" method
in teaching psychology. In the non irective group, students were free to choose their
own goals, select most of their own reading materials, and write weekly reaction reports
on their feelings about any experience. Students were expected to provide the discussion
and to grade themselves at the end of the term. The role of the instructor was that of a
group non-directive counselor who helped create the atmosphere for self- directive learn-
ing. He did nothing to direct the group toward learning about any predetermined course
content.

On an objective examination dealing with the factual material of the textbook,
students who participated under the lecture condition performed significantly better.
Asch's findings suggest that, if knowledge of course content is the objective, guidance for
student activities is desirable, even if the instructor is limited to leading discussions or
merely serves as course director.

The importance of instructor quality is confirmed by Mahoney, Jerdee, and Korman
(62), who evaluated an industrial management training program. Second-level managers
were exposed to "the principles of management" by case analysis and group discussions
conducted by leaders selected from other second-level managers who were eligible for the
course and trained for their assignments. Training consisted of participation in an earlier
offering of the course and some instruction in the training methods used in it. No
significant improvements in knowledge of management principles or in the intensity of
case analysis were found. It appears that the ability, training, and experience of instruc-
tors is an important factor even when the objective is merely transmittal of course
content.

The evidence is clear that small-group discussion can be effective for teaching
information and concepts about a variety of academic subjects. This finding is further
confirmed for both? leadership (60, 63) and supervisory training (64). On the other hand,
there is little diffe. .nce in the value of lecture and discussion for this purpose. Both
methods appear to be equally effective.

The findings are somewhat different for the retention of information and concepts.
Whereas lecture and discussion are equally effective as evaluated by tests administered at
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completion of the course, information learned through group discussion is better retained
as measured by tests administered up to six months after course completion (65, 66, 67).

Although the results are mixed, some evidence suggests that discussion may not be
equally effective for all students. For example, with some college courses, it has been
found that poorer students learn information and concepts better under more directive
methods of instruction, while more able students profit better from discussion (56, 68).
On the other hand, in leadership training, Di Vesta (60) found that students who started
the course at "a low leadership level," as measured by a pre-test, improved more through
group discussion while students who started the course at the upper levels of leadership
scores were not much affected by either lecture or discussion. This finding is in contrast
to a well-known axiom among trainers that "those who need leadership training the most
usually profit from it the least."

EFFECTIVENESS IN TEACHING PROBLEM SOLVING

Some valuable insights are provided by several studies of the effects of small-group
methods upon the development of skill in solving problems relevant to the content area
of a course. These investigations lead to several conclusions that have significant implica-
tions for the design and conduct of programs aimed at the development of problem-
solving skills.

There is little doubt that small-group methods are effective for improving
problem-solving skills of individuals. For example, in experimental (6), classroom (54,
69), and leadership training (63) situations, discussion has resulted in gains in quality of
problem solutions. What is more, there is strong support for the idea that discussion is
conducive to a higher level of problem solving than is a lecture. Thus, on the basis of his
study with a large number of students, Bloom concluded that if evaluation, syntheses,
and application are considered as representing relatively active types of thinking which
are important for the development of problem-solving abilities and skills, four-fifths of his
discussions evoked more thought of this type than did lectures (69).

Although improvement in problem-solving can be obtained even with brief, leaderless
"buzz" sessions (28), higher-quality solutions result when discussions are led by a
permissive leader (70). Solutions of even better quality are obtained when a leader uses
what Maier and Maier call "developmental discussion (71)," which appears to be a
variation of the directed conference method.

Probably an even more critical determinant has been discovered by Lawshe, Bolda,
and Brune (72), who conducted a series of studies devoted to investigating the effects
upon human relations problem solution of single and repeated exposures to the skit-
completion method of role playing. Evaluation criteria consisted of gains in problem
solution as measured by scaled responses to a standard human relations training case
administered before and after training. Postive changes in criterion case responses were
found in only those instances where "impact" occurred in connection with the training
experience. Furthermore, for those students where the impact factor was evident, the
effects of this experience were capable of generalizing to performance on a second
criterion case.

Lawshe, Bolda, and Brune define "impact" as a characteristic of a training experi-
ence which allows the trainee to criticize own performance in human relations tasks,
provides an adequate. type of feedback to trainee regarding his performance, and serves to
emphasize a particular human relations factor in a strong emotional manner (72). Impact
was accomplished by students' role playing of the case materials, and post-performance
analyses by the groups such that feedback concerning their performances was available to
each student.
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This study has important implications. The concept of impact has a sound basis in
principles of learning relative to task involvement, feedback, and knowledge of results. Its
relevance to the development of problem-solving skills goes far beyond the human
relations context in which it was discovered.

Obviously, no sweeping and final conclusions can be drawn from the few studies
cited here. However, the findings lend strong support to the idea that small-group
techniques are effective in developing problem-solving skillswhen properly designed with
regard to leadership procedures, course materials, and methodology.

EFFECTIVENESS IN DEVELOPING POSITIVE ATTITUDES
TOWARD INSTRUCTION

An important consideration in the design of instructional systems is student motiva-
tion. Where learning is the objective, motivation is a principal determinant of achieve-
ment. One important factor in such motivation is the extent to which students possess
positive attitudes toward the course.

In general, more students who participate under small-group conditions rate their
courses higher than those who participate under lecture conditions (53, 54, 58, 61, 73).
This finding, however, is not true for all students nor for all situations.

One finding that turns up consistently in studies that compare lecture with group
discussion is that, where anxiety exists about course grades, lecture is preferred over
discussion (74). It appears that lectures provide more comfort to some students con-
cerning what must be done in order to receive a satisfactory grade, while discussions leave
students somewhat in the dark as to what they must know to pass the course (75). This
is not to say that such students dislike group discussion but that they like lectures more.

Where course grades were awarded on the basis of objective examinations, students
who participated under small-group conditions often reported a greater liking for discus-
sion, and stated they valued lecture more for purposes of helping them to prepare for
examinationsdespite the fact that such students scored as high on the examinations as
those who received lectures (56). It should be emphasized that preference for lectures
was not found when grades were not determined by examinations (54, 74).

In general, it cap be concluded that small-group methods are effective in developing
positive attidues toward courses of instruction. However, in situations where anxiety
about course grades is likely, the methods would probably have greater positive effect
upon attitudes if some action were taken to help alleviate the anxietysuch as use of
essay and problem-solving questions on examinations, provision of student texts to help
prepare for examinations, and judicious combination of lectures and discussion.

EFFECTIVENESS IN CHANGING
CONTENT-SPECIFIC ATTITUDES

For many instructors, one of the principal goals of instruction is to channel the
attitudes of students in directions advocated by the course content (74). Especially in
practical courses, student attitudes toward doctrine that is taught, recommended
approaches to problems, new techniques, and so forth, may be critical determinanants of
whether they ever apply the acquired knowledge and whether they apply it as taught.

One example where attitudes are deemed to be especially important is leadership.
Because values and attitudes give direction to interpersonal behavior (76), it is generally
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accepted that a leader's attitude toward his role, toward his subordinates, and toward
human relationships in general are at least as important to effectiveness as his specific
skills. For this reason, it is usually deemed desirable for leadership training to change
attitudes.

Results of research concerning the effects of small-group methods upon attitudes
seem reasonably conclusive. For academic courses, it has been consistently found that
discussion is more effective than lecture for changing content-specific attitudes in direc-
tions desired by instructors (53, 55, 58). In only one case, the study by Asch (61),
discussed previously, was lecture equally effective for changing attitudes. It will be
recalled that Asch's "group" condition was a "non-directive" situation in which the
instructor served only as counselor to the group and provided no direction for the course.
Since students controlled all classroom activities, there is no reason to expect any changes
in content-specific attitudes other than those which would normally accrue from routine
exposure to any course and which would occur as well from a lecture as from any other
instructional method.

Results are also conclusive where instruction was of a more practical nature (77).
Thus, in leadership training, small-group methods have been demonstrated consistently to
be effective in changing attitudes (64, 72, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82). What is more, the changes
appear to be lasting. Hazeltine and Berra (80) rechecked their students one year after
their training and found the same changed attitudes as noted upon completion of the
course. Carron (78) found changed attitudes still expressed by his students 17 months
after completion of training.

It appears that some small-group methods are especially effective in changing
attitudes. However, this conclusion does not hold for all methods. For example, Vinacke
(28) found that buzz sessions, while effective in developing problem-solving skills, have
little influence upon attitudes. The chief characteristic of buzz sessions is their brevity.
Accordingly, the finding that they exert little effect upon attitudes would not be
unexpected.

SUMMATION

Probably the most striking impression to be gained from a review of research on
small-group methods is its scarcity. Except for the few studies reported here, effort
among educators and trainers seems to have been devoted more to exploitation of the
various methods than to evaluation of their effectiveness.

The complete lack of any substantive research concerned with certain of the
methods is also remarkable. In this regard, the most glaring example is the case method,
which is one of the most widely used of all small-group techniques in both universities
and industrial training. No objective evaluation of the effectiveness of case studies was
found.

Despite the scarcity of research and the fact that results were somewhat amorphous,
some conclusions can be made. Thus, comparisons of the large-class lecture with small-
group methods, principally discussion groups, have shown that lecture and small-group
techniques produce about equal results in the acquisition of information and concepts by
most students. However, knowledge gained through group methods is better retained.
There is a possibility that poorer students may do better when exposed to lectures.

Research indicates that small-group methods are more effective in developing
problem-solving skills. Some methods, however, are more effective than others, indicating
the necessity for careful course design with regard to leadership procedures, materials,
and choice of methodology.
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In general, small-group methods are significantly more effective than lectures for
changing attitudes. The methods are especially helpful in developing positive attitudes
toward course work, thus enhancing motivation for learning. In addition, research indi-
cates that group techniques are more effective in changing content-specific attitudes,
which has important implications for application of the knowledge acquired.

These conclusions afford little basis for discarding the lecture as an instructional
method. It is of value in attaining all of the objectives discussed in this chapter. As
shown here, the lecture is as effective as small-group methods for the transmission of
information and concepts. Therefore, because the lecture is capable of accommodating
more students in one place in any single period of time, it is probably more efficient
than group techniques for disseminating facts. Accordingly, it is reasonable 1,o view the
lecture as an important means for providing information in an efficient manner and, in
addition, for introducing topics which can be further pursued in depth through small-
group methods.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

It has been the purpose of this report to describe the present "state of the art" of
small-group methods of instruction. Such an analysis is timely because of current concern
with ways of preserving the quality of instruction despite the large numbers of students
who must be educated or trained. Small-group methods appear to be one substitute for

mass programs of instruction.
Small-group instruction is burgeoning in such widely disparate contexts as colleges,

industry, and the Armed Forces. There are probably many reasons for this popularity,
not the least of which is a remarkable tendency for fads to play a major role in the
choice of educational methods. Nevertheless, one fact remains clear: Small-group methods
have been embraced with enthusiasm by large numbers of educators and trainers.

There can be no doubt that small-group methods are founded upon a well-developed
rationale which is more elaborate than those for most other teaching methods. With the
exception of programed instruction, most methods have evolved through trial and error
and, therefore, their rationales are, to say the least, unsystematic. On the other hand, like
programed instruction, the rationale for small-group methods has been more or less
systematically derived from an already existing body of scientific knowledge. It is the
result of a rather sophisticated melding of learning theory with the techniques of group
dynamics and, taken as a whole, provides a coherent basis for use of the methods.

Research directly addressed to the question of effectiveness has been neither system-
atic nor extensive. However, the studies which have been performed demonstrate the
efficacy of small-group methods under certain conditions and for specific purposes.

IMPORTANCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

Probably the clearest conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that, perhaps even
more than for other types of education or training, clear and explicit instructional
objectives are a critical requisite for the effective use of small-group methods. The
methods differ in terms of outcomes, requisite instructors' skills, and expected students'
reactions. Accordingly, effective use of the methods requires that instructors know
precisely what they are trying to accomplish.

An example involving leadership training will illustrate the importance of clearly-
conceived objectives. Both research and experience have confirmed that an important
function of a leader is to develop high levels of motivation in subordinates. However, if

the exceedingly important issues concerned with the nature of this motivation are
ignored, a number of questions important for training design still remain. Is it sufficient
for students to be made aware of the fact that other people have motives and needs
which must be considered in leadership decisions and actions? In addition, should they be

drilled in techniques of "motivating" subordinates? Should they be trained in the ethics
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of "group-centered leadership"? Should students be taught something about the
psychology of motivation? Answers to methodological questions such as these can be
determined only when course objectives have been carefully derived.

The implications for course design are crucial. The purpose of education or training
is to achieve change. If change is to be achieved, the instructor must be able to control
and manipulate his inputs into the course with a high level of precision. Regardless of the
kind of instruction undertaken, this is always a knotty problem. The difficulty can be
compounded even more if the instructor is unclear regarding precisely what is intended to
be accomplished by the course. For example, is the result of instruction to be a cognitive
change based on the acquisition of information, an attitudinal change brought about by
the additional information and experiences gained through the course, or a behavioral
changean improvement in specified skills? If trainers are not clear relative to the specific
changes expected after students are exposed to a course, valid instruction becomes
virtually impossible to develop.

Any instructor who is given the responsibility for designing a course finds himself
faced squarely with necessity for resolving this problem in some way. As he makes
decisions about the proper methods and content to use, he encounters the question of
the objectives toward which instruction should be directed. Indeed, as he goes about
selecting objectives, he must resolve the deeper problem of his notion of the kinds of
behavior the students should exhibit after completion of the course. The instructor's
resolution of these problems has important implications for the decisions he must make
relative to content, method, and other aspects of instruction.

The principal task of course designers is to devise suitable strategies for eliciting,
controlling, and channeling student behavior. The choice of any instructional method is
based on a theory about the relation of the method to certain desired behaviors. The
instructor has a hypothesis about the kind of behavior he expects to result following a
given treatment, and he proceeds to test itto apply the method and manipulate his
inputs in accordance with the theory.

Thus, it is dear that an explicit conception of the behavior which is desired to
follow from the course is essential. When an instructor has his objectives clearly in mind
and, in addition, has made a careful analysis of the available instructional methods, he is
in a more favorable position to design a course with sufficient precision to achieve
genuine change.

THE USES OF SMALL-GROUP METHODS

For certain objectives, small-group techniques are the methods of choice; for other
purposes, they are valuable options which can provide an educational system with needed
flexibility. When used properly, the methods are invaluable for increasing student motiva-
tion through greater involvement and participation. Under certain conditions, they even
make it possible to ease the loads of overburdened instructors by reducing the time
required to prepare formal presentations.

In general, it is feasible to use small-group methods:
(1) To increase depth of understanding and grasp of course content.
(2) To enhance motivation and generate greater involvement of students with

the course.
(3) To develop positive attitudes toward later use of material presented in the

course.
(4) To develop problem-solving skills specific to the content of the course.
(5) To provide practice in the application of concepts and information to

practical problems.
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(6) To generate ideas among students concerning ways of applying knowledge
acquired in the course.

(7) To develop commitment of students to recommended ways of 'handling
problems.

(8) To emphasize an important issue or drive home a major point of instruc-
tion.

(9) When content experts are scarce or not available as instructors.
Despite these benefits, small-group methods are not always used in the best possible

ways. One reason may be that their flexibility and relative ease of administration can lead
to the belief that the methods are foolproof. Of course, that is not the case. Like all
instructional methods, the success of small-group techniques depends largely upon the
care with which they are designed and used. For this reason, it is important to state
several important cautions with regard to the most effective use of the methods.

First, as discussed in the preceding section, it is essential that methods be selected
and used with the instructional objective clearly in mind. Thus, the time, effort, and
thought expended in accurate definition of objectives, in selection of proper methods,
and in use of the methods appropriate to the objectives will usually be well repaid in the
quality of learning that is achieved.

Second, although small-group methods are effective for certain purposes when used
alone, they are most successful when students are also equipped with background
information concerning 'the topics or problems under study. The foundation for all
small-group methods is discussion, and instructive discussion cannot be accomplished
unless students have some informational base from which to talk. This base might derive
from experience, from reading, or from formal presentations of information. Therefore,
unless most students possess relevant experience, small-group methods are usually more
effective when used in conjunction with either printed material or some formal presenta-
tion such as lectures or films. In most instances, informational material should precede
the use of small-group methods. The only exception is the use of brief leaderless
discussion or role playing to introduce a problem or emphasize an issue.

Finally, groups in which members work together over periods of time are, in general,
likely to be more efficient and effective vehicles for learning. Therefore, where small-
group methods are used repeatedly throughout the duration of a course, it is usually
advisable to assign students permanently to groups and allow them to remain together
whenever group sessions are considered desirable. An exception is the case where a stated
objective is the stimulation of students through exposure to a wide range of ideas and
viewpoints. With such an objective, periodic realigning of groups may be advisable.

REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTRUCTORS

It is axiomatic that no instructional method is better than the person who uses it.
This statement is especially true with respect to small-group methods of instruction.
However, the requirements for effective use of the methods are somewhat different than
those for other instructional techniques. For example, it is not essential that discussion
leaders or instructors be content experts, although they should have some preparation in
the content and expertise would certainly contribute to the quality of learning. Since
responsibility for most of the learning rests with the students and since guides for
discussion leaders can be prepared by experts, complete mastery of content is not an
essential requirement for instructors.

On the other hand, solid grounding in the rationale and uses of small-group
methods is necessary for their maximum effectiveness. Thus, it is important for instruc-
tors to be well-tzained in use of the methods. This includes not only skill in conducting
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group sessions but familiarity with the purposes of the various methods. Understanding of
purposes is necessary because they determine which techniques should be selected and
how they should be used.

It is necessary for an instructor to be clear concerning precisely what he is
attempting to accomplish in the area of learning, that is, change attitudes, develop skills,
and so forth. This is important because the way he manipulates the instructional process
will be determined by his understanding of the learning objectives.

Finally, it is important for an instructor to uaderstand, accept, and be comfortable
with the premises embodied in the rationale for small-group instruction. Principal among
these are the premises that (a) a group of reasonably capable adults can learn on its own
if the instructor will let it, (b) it is not essential for an instructor to control every input
into a discussion in order for it to be an effective learning experience, and (c) maximum
learning probably occurs when a group breaks its dependence upon its instructor and
assumes responsibility for learning.

The above requirements for instructors are not difficult to meet. All that is needeu
is an acceptance of the rationale and some serious study of ways the techniques can and
should be applied.
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learning, developing positive attitudes toward later use of course materials, and
improving problem-solving skills. But they are no more effective than lectures for
transmitting information and concepts, although when used in conjunction with
lectures--the methods are helpful for increasing depth of understanding of course
content. Implications for use of small-group methods, including requirements for
instructors, are discussed.
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2 LIB GEO WASH UNIV ATTN SPEC COLL DEPT WASH DC
2 LIB OF CONGRESS CHF OF FXCH GIFT DIV
I U OF PGH DOCU LION
I CATHOLIC U LIB EDUC C PSYCHOL LIB WASH DC
I U OF KY MARGARET I KING LIB
I SO ILL II ATTN LIRN SER DEPT
I KANSAS STATE U FARRELL LIR
I BRIGHAM YOUNG U LIB SER SECT
I U OF LOUISVILLE LIR BELKNAP CAMPUS
I LIR US DEPT OF THE TREAS WASH DC
I LIB FBI WASH OC
I ASST PM GFN BUR OF PERS US POD WASH DC
I LIB US DEPT OF THE INTERIOR WASH DC
I USN NATL AGRIC LIB USDA WASH DC
1 LIB OEO WASH DC
I LIB US DEPT OF COMMERCE WASH DC
I LIB US DEPT OF LABOR WASH DC
1 LIB US DEPT OF STATE WASH DC
I DIR ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON ADULT EDUC SYRACUSE UNIV
I DIR ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE. ON EMU MEDIA E TECHNOL STANFORO UNIV
1 DIR ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON HIGHER EDUC GEl WASH UNIV
I DIR ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON JR CIOLL UCLA
I OIR ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON VOC E TECH EOUC OHIO STATE UNIV
1 ASST DIR FOR JOB CORPS OEO WASH OC

DIR FOREIGN SERV INST US DEPT OF STATE ARL VA
I DIR OF OVERSEAS SCHS US DEPT OF STATE WASH DC
I DIR OFC OF INTERNATL TNG AID WASH DC

DR C W CLARK VP FOR RSCH RSCH TRIANGLE INST NC
GEN H P HARRIS IUSA RETIPRES THE CITADEL SC
DR L T RADER CHMN DEPT OF ELEC ENGNR U OF VA
CHF PROCESSING DIV DUKE U LIR
U OF CALIF GEN LIB DOCU DFPT
FLORIDA STATE U LIB GIFTS EXCH
PSYCHOL LIR HARVARD UNIV CAMBRIDGE
U OF ILL LIB SER DEPT
U OF KANSAS LIB PERIODICAL DEPT
U OF NEBRASKA LIBS ACO DEPT
OHIO STATE U LIBS GIFT FXCH 01V
PENNA STATE U PATTEF LIB DOCU DESK
PURDUE U LIBS PERIODICALS CHECKING FILES
STANFORD U Lifts DOCU LIB
LION U OF TEXAS
SYRACUSE U LIR SFR DIV
SERIALS RFC UNIV OF MINN MINNEAPOLIS
STATE 0 OF IOWA LIBS SER ACO
NO CAROLINA STATE COLL DH HILL LIB
BOSTON U LIBS ACO DIV
U OF MICH LIRS SFR DIV
BROWN U LIB
COLUMBIA U LIBS DOCU ACO

DIR STAFF TNG CTR PEACE CORP WASH DC
DIR LAW ENFORCEMENT TNG US DEPT OF TREAS WASH DC
DIR NAIL INC CTR IRS al VA
EXEC SEC DEPT OF AUDIOVISUAL INSTR NEA WASH DC
EXEC SEC AACTF NFA WASH DC
EXEC DIR NTL INST FOR APPLIED BEHAV SCI WASH DC
DIR CTR FOR INSTR NFA WASH DC
DIR DIV OF EDUC TECHNOL NEA WASH DC
DIR RSCH DIV NEA WASH DC
EXEC SEC AMER ASSOC OF JR COLL WASH DC
PRES AMER COUNCIL ON EDUC WASH DC
EXEC SEC ASSOC OF AMER COLL WASH DC
DIR OF TNG FBI WASH DC
COMM OF INDIAN AFFAIR% US DEPT OF INTERIOR WASH DC
DIR OFC OF JOB CORPS COORDINATION US DEPT OF THE INTERIOR WASH DC
DIR USDA GRAD SCH WASH alt;
comm. US MERCHANT MARINE ACAn KINGS PT NY
ADMIN BUR OF APPRENTICESHIP E TNG US DEPT OF LABOR WASH OC
ASST MANPOWER *ORIN MANPOWER DEV E TNG US DEPT OF LABOR WASH DC
ASST SFC IEDUC1 US DEPT OF HEW WASH DC
DIR DIV OF MANPOWER & TNG PROGRAMS NIMH CHEVY CHASE MD
COMM OF EDUC USOE WASH DC
DIR DIV OF VOC E TECH EDUC USOE WASH DC
DIR DIV OF EDUC LABS BUR OF RSCH USOF WASH DC
DIR DIV OF INFO TECH E DISSFM USOE WASH DC
DIR EDUC RESOURCES INFO CTR USOF WASH DC
CHF OFC OF PERS USCG ATTN DIR OF TNG WASH DC
Assoc ADMIN PERS E TNG FAA WASH DC
DIR DIV OF NUCLEAR EDUC E TNG AFC GERMANTOWN MO
DIR OF EDUC PROGRAMS NASA WASH DC
ASSOC DIR IEDOCI NSF WASH DC
DIR RUR OF TNG US CSC WASH DC
DIR TNG C DEV SERV VETERANS ADMIN WASH DC
DIR OF TNG AMER NATL RED CROSS WASH DC
DIR FED EXT SFRV US DEPT OF AGRIC WASH DC
CONDI THE COAST GUARD ACRD NEW LONDON CONN
DIR APPALACHIA FDUC LAB CHARLESTON W VA
DIR CTR FOR URBAN EDUC NY NY
DIR CENTRAL MIDWESTERN REGL EOUC LAB ST ANN MO
DIR EASTERN REGL INST FOR EDUC SYRACUSE NY
DIR EDUC pFvFL CTR INC NEWTON MASS
DIR FAR WEST LAB FOR EDW.. RSCH E DEV BERKELEY CALIF
01R MID - CONTINENT REGL EDUC LAB KANSAS MO
DIR NW RFGL EDUC LAB PORTLAND ORE
DIR REGL EOUC LAB FOR CAROLINAS E VA DURHAM NC
DIR RSCH FOR BETTPR SCH INC PHILADELPHIA PA
DIR SF EDUC LAB GA
DIR SW EDUC DFV LAB AUSTIN TEXAS
DIR SW REGL LAB FOR EDUC RED CALIF
DIR SW COOP EDIJC LAB NM
DI! UPPER MIDWEST REGL EDUC. LAB MINN

ERIC Cleartlighouse
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